
From: Patrick.OKeefe@rrd.com [mailto:Patrick.OKeefe@rrd.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 2:45 PM 
To: Papaefthimiou, Jonna 
Cc: Dan Afrasiabi; robin woolman; maslenc@comcast.net; kammeijer@comcast.net; 
okeefere@yahoo.com 
Subject: Input on New 040 Language 
 
hi Jonna, 
i sent this to the wrong address at first.  hope you got this one. 
 
50.16.040 - Nice work on the revised language for 040, it captures the most important elements and 
leaves out the legal sounding noise.  One suggestion on the "Flexible Option", Class 1 Modification, item 
b.  For the condition of modification, perhaps rather than using 7,000 square feet or some other fixed 
number, use "... is less than the smallest legal lot (min lot size) in the underlying zone".  This way it varies 
with the zoning and is consistent with the "informal" interpretation of "reasonable development", ie you 
should be able to use up to the min lot size per the zoning of your property. 
 
Question - The official agenda for tonight's 3/9 PC meeting says public hearing on 50.16 continuation, 
and specifically says "reasonable development", but not "040 setback modifications".  are you covering 
both or just new language on 040?  your staff report says "reasonable dev.." won't be until later this 
Spring, just want to make sure. 
 
thanks again, 
Patrick 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________                            
Patrick O’Keefe | Operations Director, Telecom & Technology | RR Donnelley  

: 503.251.3554 | : 503.720.4099 |  : patrick.okeefe@rrd.com  
   
The information contained in this e-mail and any accompanying documents may contain information that is confidential or  
otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, or if this message has been  
addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the sender by reply e-mail and then delete this message, including any  
attachments. Any dissemination, distribution or other use of the contents of this message by anyone other than the intended  
recipient is strictly prohibited.  
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